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Virus Transmission Modes and Mitigation Strategies, Part 2

Airborne Transmission
And Distribution
BY JONATHAN BURKETT, P.E., HFDP, MEMBER ASHRAE

Part 1 of this article in last month’s ASHRAE Journal looked at what makes up a virus, how
it can be released into a space through droplets and aerosols, and the effect of certain
environmental conditions like temperature and humidity on the droplets. Part 2 will
look at airborne transmission and the effect of common air distribution methods on
virus propagation.
Airborne Transmission
As mentioned in Part 1, as droplets evaporate the
residual material contained in the droplet (mucus, dust,
solids, virions, etc.) form droplet nuclei. These droplet
nuclei can then remain suspended for long periods of
time and be transmitted long distances from their origin. Airborne transmission can be further broken up
into short-range and long-range transmission. Shortrange airborne transmission occurs when two people
are in close proximity (typically <2 m [6.6 ft]) and the
aerosols are directly inhaled.
Long-range airborne transmission occurs when droplets
evaporate to a size where they can remain suspended in
the air for prolonged periods of time. These droplets can
then be carried by air currents, thermal plumes, electrostatic charges and pressure differentials throughout the
room or to connected rooms through the HVAC system.
A study by Chen, et al., found that when comparing
large droplet transmission and short-range airborne

transmission, the short-range airborne mode dominated the exposure risk for both talking and coughing.1,2
The large droplets only beat out the short-range airborne mode when the droplets were larger than 100 μm
and the subjects were close (≤0.2 m [7.9 in.] for talking
and ≤0.5 m [20 in.] for coughing).1
The proximity to the infected person greatly affects
the exposure risk.2 Research has shown that at distances
within 1 m to 1.5 m (3 ft to 5 ft) a substantial increase in
exposure to droplet nuclei exhaled by the source patient
exists.2 General dilution ventilation does not directly
affect these large droplets or short-range airborne
modes of transmission when a susceptible person is in
close proximity to the source.2
The importance of long-range airborne transmission
in the spread of pathogens has been debated over the
years, but viruses such as measles and chicken pox are
thought to be capable of infections by long-range airborne transmission.3 Other viruses, like coronaviruses
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and influenza, appear to have the capability for longrange airborne transmission under certain conditions.3

Viral Load and Infectious Dose
In 1955 Wells suggested the concept of quantal infection as a unit of measure of the infectious dose.4 A
quantum of infection is the minimum number of
infectious airborne particles required to produce
infection in a susceptible host.5,6 Infectious quanta
shouldn’t be confused with the number of infectious
particles released from the source (viral shedding).
Quantum of infection is a measurement of the inhaled
particles able to cause infection.7 For some diseases,
such as tuberculosis or smallpox, the infectious dose
required to produce infection is low, even down to one
organism.8
The idea of quantum of infection was used in the
Wells-Riley equation, which assumes a well-mixed
room (i.e., droplet nuclei are instantaneously and
evenly distributed in a space). Wells defined the
quantum of infection as being 63.2% of occupants
infected when each occupant breathed one infective
particle.7 The major limitation for the Wells-Riley
equation is in the estimation process of the quanta
generation rate. This rate must be estimated from an
outbreak case in which the attack rate is substituted
back into the equation. This backward estimation
assumes all infection cases are caused by airborne
infections; influencing factors, such as survival rate,
deposition rate, etc., can cause the rate to vary widely
across different cases.9
A dose-response type model is a toxicological approach
to assess infection risk that addresses some of the
shortcomings of the Wells-Riley equation.9 In the doseresponse model, infectious dose data is required to
construct the dose-response relationship.10 This infectious dose data is sometimes only available for animals
and requires extrapolation to adapt to humans. The
dose-response model is more flexible than the WellsRiley equation in that it can be used to model transport
methods other than the airborne route, but it requires
the dose data, which may not be known early on in an
outbreak.
The basic reproduction number (R0) is another popular metric (Table 1). R0 is an indicator of the contagiousness or transmissibility of an infectious agent and is
defined as the mean number of infections caused by an

TABLE 1 Basic reproduction number (R0 ) for various diseases.
DISEASE

REPRODUCTION NUMBER

Measles (Pre-Vaccination: 1912 — 1928)12,32

12 - 18

Mumps32

4-7

Outbreak)33

1.51 - 2.53

(COVID-19)34

1 - 2.8

Influenza35

0.9 - 2.1

Ebola (2014
SARS-CoV-2

Seasonal

infected individual in a susceptible population.11 Values
of R0 greater than 1 indicate the infectious agent can
start spreading in a population. In general, the higher
the R0 the harder it is to control the spread of disease if
an epidemic breaks out.12 While R0 can be a useful metric, care must be taken to use the most recent data available to calculate it. Many reported R0 still use obsolete
data from outbreaks in the early 20th century, which
may not be valid today.12
While not fully understood, some people can act as
superspreaders; these people infect a disproportionately
large number of susceptible contacts.13 It is believed
superspreading is a normal feature of disease spread,11
and it has been linked to several outbreaks, such as the
2003 SARS-CoV outbreak in Hong Kong and the 2015
MERS-CoV outbreak in South Korea.14 Not taking into
account these superspreaders can skew an R0 value
based on population estimates.11

Additional Transmission and Transport Modes
An occupied space is a dynamic environment full
of complex interactions between occupants, thermal plumes, vortices created by movement of people
within the space, the ventilation equipment, and other
environmental conditions. As a person moves around
a space, the layer of air closest to the body is comparable to their walking speed.5 This pushing of the front
layer creates a volume flux of air and a wake bubble
behind the person. At walking speeds above 0.2 m/s
(0.45 mph), the thermal plume gives way to the created
wake, which mixes strongly with the surrounding air,
entraining room air and transporting it by the wake.15
A person walking forward at 1 m/s (2.2 mph) would create a volume flux of about 255 L/s (540 cfm) with an
attached wake of 76 L to 230 L (2.7 ft3 to 8.1 ft3) behind
them.5 Walking on carpet can also resuspend pathogens
attached to dust from the surface.10 These floor-level
contaminants would now be smaller after evaporation
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and could then be transported by the thermal plume of
someone standing nearby to the breathing zone.15
Sometimes equipment located in the space can be a
source of particle generation, which can act as a vehicle
to increase the carriage and intake of aerosolized droplets. Laser printers have been found to be the main
source of particulate matter in office buildings (where
tobacco smoking is not allowed).16 When a laser printer
makes copies, only about 75% of the toner material is
effectively transferred to the drum. The remaining
material can be released to the air as electrostatically
charged fine particles that can remain airborne for a
long time.16 These charged particles can attract virusladen aerosols, droplets and droplet nuclei that when
inhaled are more likely to be deposited in the lungs due
to their charge.16
Many preschool and kindergarten classrooms contain
toilet rooms. These toilets can also be a source of droplet
generation. Gravity flow, pressure-assisted gravity flow,
and pressure valve systems have been compared, and
each of these systems have been found to produce both
droplets and droplet nuclei.17 As water enters the bowl
after flushing, the turbulence creates large droplets
that can contaminate the toilet seat, surrounding floors
and nearby surfaces. A toilet plume of aerosol particles
(<3 μm) traveling at 5 m/s (16 fps) or greater is also produced that can entrain viruses and carry them away
from the toilet and remain airborne for an extended
period of time.17,18 The vomit and feces of an infected
person can contain high pathogen concentrations19 and
can continue to produce virus-laden aerosols even after
several flushes.17 In general, studies have shown greater
aerosol production occurs with higher flush energy.17
Pathogens like coronaviruses, norovirus and rotavirus have all been shown to be spread by the fecal-oral
route.18
A recent study has also shown urinals may pose a
similar issue to that of a toilet.20 Urinals have long been
discounted as a source of exposure, but researchers have
recently extracted a SARS-CoV-2 virus particle from
the urine of an infected patient.20 When the urinal was
flushed, more than 57% of the particles produced traveled away from the urinal, and the particles reached a
height of 0.84 m (33 in) in only 5.5 seconds.20 While the
viral load of urine may require more research, saliva is
commonly deposited in urinals and could be dispersed
by the flush.
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FIGURE 1 Zone air distribution effectiveness.21
Ez =

Ce − Cs
C − Cs

where
Ez = Zone air distribution effectiveness
C = Average contaminant concentration at the breathing zone
Ce = Average contaminant concentration at the exhaust
Cs = Average contaminant concentration at the supply

Effect of Air Distribution and Pressure Differential
Air distribution can play an important role in the
movement of droplet nuclei in the space. Many classrooms use mixing type ventilation in which high velocity cool air is supplied at the ceiling level and returned
either at the ceiling level or the floor. Displacement ventilation and underfloor ventilation are two other types
of ventilation methods often used in high performance
schools.
Displacement ventilation is a stratified air system
that supplies low speed, cool air near the floor level
that slowly moves across the room. As this air reaches a
heat source (person, equipment, etc.), the cold, dense
air is warmed, creating a thermal plume that draws the
clean air up the source, forcing polluted air up above
the breathing zone where it can be returned. Underfloor
ventilation introduces air from diffusers at the floor
level, but unlike displacement ventilation, which relies
on buoyancy, the air is typically supplied using high
velocity jets, and mixing occurs in the occupied zone.
Above the occupied zone, stratification can still occur
and, similar to displacement ventilation, pollutants can
be carried by the upward flow to a return in the ceiling.
ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2019 defines the zone air distribution effectiveness (Ez) (Figure 1) as “the ratio of the
change of contaminant concentration between the air
supply and air exhaust to the change of contaminated
concentration between the air supply and the breathing
zone.”21 Table 6-4 in ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2019 lists the
zone air distribution effectiveness of several systems. For
an ideal mixed air system, the Ez equals 1.0. For a displacement ventilation system, Xie, et al., calculated an
Ez of 1.3 for a classroom and 1.25 for an underfloor ventilation system.22 Table 6-4 also shows that when the location of the return diffusers is above 5.5 m (18 ft), a higher
Ez can be obtained. CFD modeling of these systems also
shows indirect exposure under displacement ventilation is generally lower than the exposure under mixing
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ventilation.23 In actual environments though, mixing
ventilation isn’t always fully mixed and stratification can
still occur in parts of the room.
Displacement ventilation is also more complex. The
lock-up effect can occur in which a secondary layer
is formed directly below the upper, warm stratified
layer, trapping exhaled breath below at an intermediate height.24 This air eventually gets carried into the
upper layer where it can be removed through the return
(Figure 2). Studies have shown this secondary layer can
even drop down to the inhalation height (although as
mentioned in Part 1, most of the intake air comes from
a lower height and is carried up by the body thermal
plume).25 When a person is laying on their back, displacement ventilation can offer very good protection
from cross-infection.26 However, when a person is
sitting up or lying on their side, the stratification can
cause exhalation to travel further horizontally.23,27 As
mentioned above, for displacement ventilation, locating the return higher can increase the air distribution
effectiveness, but locating the return low can decrease
the ventilation effectiveness to be much less than mixing
ventilation.28
Displacement ventilation is also sensitive to the
use of ceiling fans, personal fans and the movement
of the occupants in the space. These can affect the
stratification of the space.24 The presence of a radiant
wall (poorly insulated wall or window wall) has been
shown to significantly affect the airflow pattern and
contaminant dispersion under displacement ventilation. Locating a person between the radiant wall and
contaminant source has a greater impact on the risk of
infection than the return diffuser location or number
of air changes.25 The position of the infected person
relative to the susceptible person also plays a role.
When a seated infected person is located near a standing susceptible person, the chance of cross-infection is
greater.26
Mixing ventilation tends to create a uniform concentration of infected air in the room (Figure 3). For
mixing ventilation, the exhaled breath’s path can be
interrupted by the supply airstream, which displaces
these contaminants to the rest of the room.29 Since
the room is well mixed, the location of the return diffuser doesn’t have a large impact on the contaminant
removal.28 Mixing ventilation can also supply more
air changes to a space without drafts vs. displacement
14
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FIGURE 2 Displacement ventilation.
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A. Cough event directed forward.
C. Lock-up, secondary thermal layer.
E. Displacement ventilation supply diffuser.

B. Thermal plume upward.
D. Primary thermal layer.
F. Return diffuser in the ceiling.

FIGURE 3 Mixing ventilation.
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Cough event directed forward.
Expiratory jet collides with airflow.
Mixing ventilation distributes the particles throughout the space.
Ceiling return.

ventilation, which can affect the dilution of the particles in the air.26
Underfloor air distribution can provide local mixing of
infected air, but still prevent contaminants from spreading throughout the space. These local diffusers mix the
air upward to a stratified layer, similar to displacement
ventilation, where they are then removed from the space
by a return diffuser in the ceiling. Underfloor air distribution can provide better aerosol removal performance
than mixing ventilation.10,30
Chen, et al., reviewed 10 scientific papers to create a database for the 191 cases of personal exposure
to exhaled contaminants contained in the 10 scientific papers.23 The papers were then used to validate a
method for differentiating direct and indirect exposure
to these contaminants. After normalizing this exposure
data for mixing ventilation and displacement ventilation, the median exposure to exhaled contaminants
for mixing ventilation was found to be 0.99 (close to a
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well-mixed condition, i.e., 1.0). Though displacement
ventilation has a theoretical exposure value less than
mixing ventilation, the researchers calculated a median
exposure value of 1.23 (23% higher than a well-mixed
condition). Chen, et al., attributed this higher-thanexpected value to the inclusion of many cases with a
short inter-person distance that negated the benefits of
the displacement ventilation.23
One last concept used to control the spread of pathogens is pressure differential. ASHRAE Standard 1702017 calls for a minimum pressure differential of 2.5 Pa
(0.01 in. w.c.) across the envelope and between adjacent
rooms for both airborne infectious isolation (AII) rooms
and protective environment (PE) rooms.31 While schools
may not have the same requirements as an AII or PE
room, areas such as the nurse’s office and toilet rooms
may benefit from the use of a negative pressure differential between these spaces and adjoining spaces to
prevent virus migration.

Conclusions
This article looked at the airborne transmission of
viruses and their propagation by the air distribution
system. As discussed, displacement ventilation can
provide a very high theoretical ventilation efficiency,
but the presence of a lock-up layer and poor protection
from expiratory jets may negate some of this ventilation efficiency in regard to virus exposure near an
infected person. As discussed in Part 1, if the infected
person is wearing a face mask, the ventilation efficiency could be much higher.24 Mixing ventilation, in
general, provides uniform exposure to contaminants
in a space and the potential for greater spread at
diluted levels.24
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